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SWITZERLAND

Boutons pour la Haute Couture - Bespoke Buttons

LE BOUTONNIER

Le Boutonnier Switzerland is part of Janos Tedeschi Jewelers -
a ultra high-end jewellery firm from Basel, Switzerland

focusing on a worldwide niche for only the most exclusive clientele:

The creation of handmade buttons set with real gemstones
for shirts, coats and dresses: Ultimate luxury.

Every single button is hand-crafted to order by the jeweler
Janos Tedeschi and his dedicated team of goldsmiths and gemologists.

Every gemstone is handpicked and cut specifically for every order.
All gemstones are natural and untreated according to industry standards.

Vision of the Designer
 

There is hardly another man-made object that for centuries - millennia rather - has enjoyed such unabated attention 
and application as the button. Buttons were once considered precious objects expressing wealth and status. Until the 
early 20th century there was a rich industry designing and producing these coveted objects in all possible materials, 

shapes and sizes all over Europe. One wonders how such a crucial object of function and design that “makes or breaks” 
the aesthetics of a piece of clothing and that for centuries was considered equally - if not more - precious as the

cloth it was attached to - could have become the almost valueless, disregarded object of today.
Today even in haute couture, in fact, buttons are mostly solely made of the cheapest of materials; plastic. 

Obviously, the fashion world needs to rethink - and to reinstate - the button as an objet d’art.

It is my intention to do just that.

As an accredited gemologist with several years experience in the field of gemstones and jewellery,
and a training as a goldsmith with focus on reproduction of antique jewellery,

I am endlessly fascinated by gemstones. I am convinced of their validity in today’s fashion.
I believe that gemstones, developing over millennia in the very depths of the earth,

exude an incomparable quality and magic. 

I therefore base my concept of a new „art of the button“ on the unparalleled
beauty of these natural, precious resources.

And thusI am proud to hereby present you with a first mesmerizing
collection of “Jewel-set” buttons by Le Boutonnier Switzerland.

Janos Tedeschi, Switzerland - July 2015



Collection of Jewel-Set Buttons, Summer 2015

SWITZERLAND

Boutons pour la Haute Couture - Bespoke Buttons
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Above: Amethyst rough stones 
Below: One of the mines we source from in Tanzania



 
Rough Citrine crystal



Every gemstone is handpicked and cut specifically for every order by our team of expert gemstone cutters



Above: Goldsmith workshop
Below: Designer Janos Tedeschi at workEvery gemstone is handpicked and cut specifically for every order by our team of expert gemstone cutters



In collaboration with an engineer, Le Boutonnier Switzerland invented two new systems to safely attach
and remove our buttons from garments within seconds. Pictured here is our patented “screw system”. 



Above: Amethyst button in .925 Silver. Screw system. 
Below: Green Lemon Citrine button in .925 Silver. Clutch system.

In collaboration with an engineer, Le Boutonnier Switzerland invented two new systems to safely attach
and remove our buttons from garments within seconds. Pictured here is our patented “screw system”. 



Above: Rose Quartz buttons in .925 Silver. Buttons set with eyelets to be sewn onto garment
Below: Red Garnet button in .925 Silver. Buttons set with eyelets to be sewn onto garment



Above: Golden Yellow Citrine button (screw system) and cufflink in .925 Silver
Below: Golden Yellow Citrine tie pin in .925 Silver



Above: Amethyst cufflinks in .925 Silver, Red Garnet cufflink, Rose Quartz Cufflink
Below: Swiss Blue Topaz tie pin in .925 Silver



Above: Malachite in .925 Silver, 18k gold-plated. Button (clutch system), cufflink 
Below: Malachite tie pin in .925 Silver, 18k gold-plated



Above: Blue Sapphire in .925 Silver, 18k gold-plated. Button (clutch system), cufflink
Below: Blue Sapphire tie pin in .925 Silver, 18k gold-plated



The aim was to craft a fully handmade box that reflects the quality and rarity of its content. 
The box slides open sideways, a feature which is quite an eye-catcher. The buttons are placed 
not in velvet, but directly into holes drilled into the wood: There is no artificial layer between 
the wood and the gemstone – both of which represent precious materials from our earth. The 
box is truly a stunning object in itself and becomes part of the Le Boutonnier buttons experience.

Above: Blue Sapphire in .925 Silver, 18k gold-plated. Button (clutch system), cufflink
Below: Blue Sapphire tie pin in .925 Silver, 18k gold-plated



Above: Buttons are placed into a stunning handmade massive organic elm wood box that has been specially designed
Below: Box set no. 12 - Blue Sapphire in .925 Silver, 18k gold-plated. Button, cufflinks, tie pin



Above: Box set no. 4 - Green Lemon Citrine in .925 Silver. Buttons
Below: Box set no. 2 - Amethyst in .925 Silver. Buttons, cufflinks



Above: Box set no. 5 - Rose Quartz in .925 Silver. Buttons, cufflinks
Below: Box set no. 7 - Smokey Quartz in .925 Silver. Buttons



Above: Box set no. 10 - Onyx in .925 Silver. Buttons
Below: Box set no. 8 - Golden Yello Citrine in .925 Silver. Buttons, cufflinks

Above: Box set no. 5 - Rose Quartz in .925 Silver. Buttons, cufflinks
Below: Box set no. 7 - Smokey Quartz in .925 Silver. Buttons



Above: Box set no. 1 - Red Garnet in .925 Silver. Buttons 
Below: Box set no. 3 - Swiss Blue Topaz in .925 Silver. Button, cufflinks, tie pin



Above: Blue Sapphire in .925 Silver, 18k gold-plated. Button, cufflinks, tie pin 
Below: Swiss Blue Topaz in .925 Silver. Button, cufflinks, tie pin

Above: Box set no. 1 - Red Garnet in .925 Silver. Buttons 
Below: Box set no. 3 - Swiss Blue Topaz in .925 Silver. Button, cufflinks, tie pin



Collection of “Jewel-Set Buttons” Summer 2015

Le Boutonnier Switzerland is dedicated to the vision of ultimate luxury.

Every single button, cufflink and tie pin 
is hand-crafted to order by designer Janos Tedeschi and his team of goldsmiths

and gemologists in Switzerland and Bangkok, the world’s trading hub for gemstones. 

Every stone is handpicked and cut for every order. 

All gemstones are natural and untreated according to industry standards.
Certificates from Guebelin Gem Lab in Lucerne can be requested.

Buttons come with 3 different systems to safely attach and remove them within seconds from a garment: 
(1) little eyelets to be sewn onto clothing, (2) with a screw system, (3) with clutch pin system. 

The buttons are placed into a specially designed and eye-catching handmade massive organic elm wood box. 

Le Boutonnier Switzerland jewelry is engraved with a logo, 
and is registered with design patents internationally.

All buttons, cufflinks and tie pins are are handmade to order with immense care;
All stones are cut individually; and every elm wood box is crafted to fit every per order. 

Thus please allow up to 8 weeks for delivery.



Designer Janos Tedeschi preparing the launch of the collection in Basel, Switzerland in July 2015 



Above: Golden Yellow Citrine in .925 Silver. Buttons, cufflinks
Below: Malachite in .925 Silver, 18k gold-plated. Button, cufflinks, tie pin



Above: Green Lemon Citrine in .925 Silver. Buttons
Below: Red Garner in .925 Silver. Buttons, cufflinks

Above: Golden Yellow Citrine in .925 Silver. Buttons, cufflinks
Below: Malachite in .925 Silver, 18k gold-plated. Button, cufflinks, tie pin



Above: Boxes handcrafted from organic elm wood 
Below: Golden Yellow Citrine in .925 Silver. Buttons, cufflinks



Above: Boxes handcrafted from organic elm wood 
Below: Golden Yellow Citrine in .925 Silver. Buttons, cufflinks

Box 8  Golden Yellow Citrine in .925 silver
 11mm, cushion (4 buttons)
 13mm, cushion (2 cufflinks)
 7940 CHF
 

Box 9  with 
 Malachite in .925 silver, 18k gold-plated
 10mm, pyramid (1 collar button + 1 tie pin)
 13mm, pyramid (2 cufflinks)
 7600 CHF 

Box 10  with 
 Black Onyx in .925 silver
 10mm, round brilliant (8 buttons)
 7400 CHF

Box 11 with
 Red Garnet in .925 silver
 10mm, round brilliant (4 buttons)
 13mm, round brilliant (2 cufflinks)
 8920 CHF 

Box 12  with 
 Blue Sapphire in .925 silver, 18k gold-plated
 10mm, cabochon (1 collar button + 1 tie pin)
 13mm, cabochon (2 cufflinks)
 10520 CHF

Box 13  with 
 Tourmaline Quartz in .925 silver, 18k gold-plated
 10mm, pyramid (8 buttons)
 9680 CHF

 To enquire about buttons set with diamonds, 
 pigeon blood rubies, blue sapphires,
 colombian emerald, alexandrite and aquamarine
 please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Box 1  with 
 Red Garnet in .925 silver 
 10mm, round brilliant (8 buttons)
 8680 CHF

Box 2  with 
 Purple Amethyst in .925 silver
 8mm, cushion (4 buttons)
 13mm, cushion (2 cufflinks)
 8560 CHF
 
 

Box 3 with 
 Swiss Blue Topaz in .925 silver
 11mm, cushion (1 collar button + 1 tie pin)
 and 13mm, cushion (2 cufflinks) 
 8520 CHF 

Box 4 with 
 Green Lemon Citrine in .925 silver
 8mm, cushion (8 buttons) 
 7480 CHF
  

Box 5  with 
 Rose Quartz in .925 silver
 8mm, cushion (4 buttons)
 13mm, cushion (2 cufflinks)
 7800 CHF 

 

Box 6  with
 Golden Yellow Citrine in .925 silver
 11mm, cushion (1 collar button + 1 tie pin)
 13mm, cushion (2 cufflinks)
 8160 CHF

Box 7  with
 Smokey Quartz in .925 silver
 8mm, cushion (8 buttons)
 8000 CHF 

PRICE LIST

Collection of “Jewel-Set Buttons”, Summer 2015

Box set of buttons, cufflinks and tie pins 
are suggestions and can be adapted to customers wishes.
Combinations of different colours/stones is also possible.





Black Tuxedo Style Dress Shirt
with Red Garnet Jewel-set Buttons
Favoring a silhouette reminiscent of bespoke suits of 
Saville Row, the classic shirt has a streamlined slim 
fit; closer to the body with more narrow sleeves and 
rounded armholes.
10200 CHF (including buttons)

White Tuxedo Style Dress Shirt
with Tourmaline Quartz Jewel-set Buttons
An option a little less ordinary, our Tuxedo style shirt 
offers a little more detail without being too irreverent. 
Formal details such as the pintuck yoke and hybrid 
standing wing-tip collar.
10600 CHF (including buttons)

Available in standard clothing sizes, all attire is
hand-made with the highest quality Italian
cotton-silk Cerruti fabric. 

All buttons are available in .925 Silver and 18k Gold
and can be attached to any piece of clothing.
Combinations of different colours/stones
buttons are possible

Oxford Blue Classic Dress Shirt (him)
with Golden Yellow Citrine Jewel-set Buttons
9800 CHF (including buttons)

White Fitted Tuxedo Shirtdress 
with Swiss Blue Topaz Jewel-set Buttons
Our take on the shirtdress incorporates many influences; 
from the antiquated undergarments of early centuries, 
to the modern concept of the boyfriend shirt. Intricate 
details include a gathered high collar, an extended cap 
sleeve, and princess seams.
12600 CHF (including buttons)

Attire with “Jewel-Set Buttons”

Apart from single buttons, cufflinks and tie pins,
we also offer a small collection of clothing for men and women

set with Le Boutonnier Switzerland “jewel-set” buttons.



Black Tuxedo Style Dress Shirt with Red Garnet Jewel-set Buttons



White Fitted Tuxedo Shirtdress with Swiss Blue Topaz Jewel-set Buttons



White Tuxedo Style Dress Shirt with Tourmaline Quartz Jewel-set Buttons



Him: Oxford Blue Classic Dress Shirt with Golden Yellow Citrine Jewel-set Buttons
Her: White Fitted Tuxedo Shirtdress with Swiss Blue Topaz Jewel-set Buttons



Le Boutonnier Switzerland 
by Janos Tedeschi Jewelers

Grienstrasse 42, 4055 Basel, Switzerland 
info@janostedeschi.com

- for the world’s most exclusive clientele only - SW
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